
ARCATA, CALIJI'. 

"TRUMPETS + PIPE ORGAN = FIREWORKS!" 
From Eureka to New York City 

-- H.S.U. Trumpet Consort von Humboldt--

at Christ Church, Episcopal --- Eureka, Calif. 

Saturday May 5, 2012 - - 3:00 pm 

Frederic Belanger, Ryan Brown, Gilbert Cline, Anywn Halliday, 
Andrew Henderson, & Branden Lewis - - (natural) baroque trumpets 

Nicholas Pietromonaco - - organ 

Bosch Fanfare (Aufzug) ........................................................... Gilbert Cline (2007) 
Organ - - with TCvH 

Concerto in C (RV537) ............................................ Antonio Vivaldi (1675?-1741) 
TCvH - - with Organ reduction/ realization by G. Clini 

I. Allegro II. Largo III. Allegro 

Mille regretz (ca. 1515) ............................................ Josquin des Prez (ca. 1450-1521) 
arranged by G. Cline 

chimes .. . .. I - con cornetto .. .. chimes ..... II - con voce 



•:• •:• •:• Historic Brass Society Symposium Performance -- July 15, 2012 •:• •:• •:• 

Mohrentanz (ca. 1551) ........................ published by Tylmann Susato (ca. 1500-1561) 
TCvH arranged by G. Klein 

Bolero (1857) ............................................................... F. G. A. Dauverne (1799-1874) 
TCvH arranged by TCvH 

Nieder Reiter ..................................................................................................... Krieg 
TCvH arranged by Klein 

Echo Voluntary ................................................................ Henry Purcell (1659-1695) 

TCvH - - with Organ arranged by G. Clyne 

Fugue in D minor (BWV 903) ......................... Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750) 

from Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue 
Nicholas Pietromonaco - - organ 

Concerto in F ................................................. Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759) 
arranged by Lev Kogan 

I. Allegro II. Hornpipe (#11 in the Royal Water Music) 

Anwyn Halliday & Gil Cline, natural horns in F - - with Organ 

La Rejouissance ............................................ Georg Friedrich Handel (1685-1759) 
from the Royal Fireworks Music arranged by DWI GC 

Organ, with TCvH 

++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

-- Trumpet Consort von Humboldt - -

The Musicians -- Frederic Belanger, Ryan Brown, Gil Cline, Anywn Halliday, 
Andrew Henderson, & Branden Lewis 

The Trumpets -- (natural) baroque trumpets, copies of the 1667 trumpets of Simon Beale 
(London), built by David Edwards (Surrey) 1992-2007. These instruments are of copper 
and have sockets, pommels, and garlands of silver trim, like the originals. 

The Mouthpieces -- of baroque dimensions, are by Dan Gurnee, Gilbert Cline, & John Webb. 

The Tassels -- are handmade, in traditional construction, by Valorie Cline. 
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TCvH and the Historic Brass Society Symposium -- July 2012, New York City 
Trumpet Consort von Humboldt has recently been invited to perform at the second-ever 
international Symposium of the Historic Brass Society in New York this July. The 2012 
Symposium is being billed as "the largest and most important gathering of early brass performers 
and scholars ever assembled. 11 An extreme honor for HSU names to be listed in the printed program 
alongside brass luminaries, TCvH is the only university ensemble on the program at this 
Symposium. The only other appearance by a collegiate group was by London's Royal College of 
Music at the symposium held in the 1990s, and at the 2012 Symposium the TCvH performance 
follows immediately after "the Godfather 11 of baroque trumpet artists, Crispian Steele-Perkins. 

Proceeds from Saturday's concert assist TCvH with travel expenses. If you or others can assist, 
please contact Gil Cline at your convenience. (There are HSU campus protocols for donations.) 

Other brass instruments used today -- include the cornetto, the premiere wind instrument of the 
Renaissance. With a curved body of wood, covered by parchment, sounded by a tiny mouthpiece of 
animal horn, its tones are controlled (roughly!) by a fingering system resembling the recorder. A 
true hybrid, the difficult learning curve of the cornetto is indicated by the number of player in the 
US -- perhaps only a few dozen. The pair of natural horns used on the Handel work were modified 
for our use (via "valve-ectomy) by Dick Akright, of the Best Instrument Repair shop in Oakland. 

TCvH -- is a research project brass ensemble at HSU which investigates the old ways of playing 
the true trumpet. The "natural 11 trumpet plays the tones of the Harmonic Series, which reside inside 
the tubing of the instrument, elicited by the musician's sense of pitch and then buzzed by their lips. 
Note the absence not only of valves, but also other conveniences such as water keys. TCvH dedicates 
its efforts to use of the baroque trumpet without the modern "safety net" of tuning vents -- and as a 
consequence, the sound of our trumpets is always rich. 

The tonal center I main pitch I "key" of these trumpets can be altered to meet the requirements of 
keys typical in music of the old days -- when pitched in D, they are seven feet in sounding length, 
mouthpiece to bell. When playing in C, as today, the trumpets are eight feet in sounding length. 

TCvH members -- are HSU graduates (Cline & Belanger) and current HSU students. 
Various incarnations ofTCvH in the past decade have been reviewed and noted in journals of 
the International Trumpet Guild and the Historic Brass Society. TCvH has played concerts from 
Portland, OR to Southern California; tower/carillon music is a current venture. Gil Cline has 
performed with the Oakland Symphony, the Oregon Bach Festival, numerous small ensembles 
and jazz groups, and with many baroque orchestras, from Seattle to Los Angeles to Indianapolis. 

The Kegg Organ - - was built by the Charles Kegg firm, and installed in 2008. It has three 
manuals (keyboards) and a bass pedalboard, with 31 ranks (different sound resources) totaling 
1,917 pipes, of both metal and wood. The longest pipe, "open wood rank, 11 is just over 15 feet. 
The shortest, of metal and in the "super octave 11 has a sounding length of less than one-half inch. 

At the Organ Dedication event in September 2008, HSU Brass (members both ofTCvH and 
Humboldt Bay Brass Band) performed "Kegg Overture" -- composed by Gil Cline. 



More about Early Brass, Trumpets, and professional musicians - -
Insofar as valves were not invented and refined until the 19th century, the modern brasswinds 

and their fully chromatic capabilities were not known in earlier times. The two main, and ancient, 
"natural" brass, playing only tones of the harmonic series (like that played by the more simple bugle) 
were the long trumpet (six to eight feet) and the horn. 

Instrument of the court and professional guilds, the trumpet (the 7-to-8 foot baroque, folded 
trumpet), as with the horn, uses the upper two octaves of the harmonic series. (Two favorite 
analogies remain: one, that of the tones of a rainbow; two, as in basketball, firing away at 3-
pointers.) TCvH elects not to use tuning vent holes in performance - - we are playing the old, 
completely natural (and somewhat dangerous!) way. 

In old days, musicians were retained by courts or towns, or traveled (as with the minstrels of 
early times), or (especially trumpeters) were members of guilds. Outside of the civic musicians 
called Piffari (It.), Waits (Eng.), and Stadtpfeifers (Ger.), trumpeters were often associated with the 
military and, in particular, the cavalry. Membership in both civic and court trumpet ensembles 
followed a period of activity in a collegium or by apprenticeship, and then by rigorous audition. 
The best trumpeters found additional employment for the projects of leading composers. 

Grateful Thanks and Acknowledgments - -
- The Very Rev. Ron W. Griffin, Christ Church, Episcopal 
- Doug Moorehead, Organist, Christ Church, Episcopal -- a major influence in the activity of 

pipe organs in Humboldt County. These include the Kegg organ and HSU's Bosch organ. 
- Thanks to the many donors who have funded and otherwise supported brass ensemble projects. 
- Anwyn Halliday - - poster design 
- Matthew Morgan, and Swanlund's - - poster printing 
- HSU Graphic Services - - program printing 
- KHSU and Wendy Butler - - Artwaves broadcast 

Aired Tue 5-1 see Audio Archives http:/ I khsu.streamguys.net/20011.mp3 
- The Times-Standard and --- News coverage 

Printed Sun 4-29 see http:/ /www.times-standard.com/lifestyle 

Please contact Gil Cline gdcl@humboldt.edu HSU phone: 826 - 5441 (24-7 voice mail) 
- - for any information - - to be placed on our "Fans" email list 
- - to discuss financial sponsorship of our trip to NYC and the Historic Brass Symposium. 

TEAR-OFF: (leave at the front desk I or with GC) 

Please add me to "Brass Fans" email list! 

My email address is ___________ _ 

My name is _______________ _ 




